Nebraska Plastics
Nebraska Plastics uses PrintBoss software to:
Run their AP checks and Payroll checks
Process their Sales Orders
Nebraska Plastics use PrintBoss software to print 3 to 5 copies of the order depending on what
they need for the order: e.g. Customer copy, Office Copy, Salesperson copy, Shipping Copy and the
Packing Slip.
These copies are sent to different printer trays so they print on different color paper – making it
easier for their staff to process the paperwork.
The packing slip has the pricing hidden – since sometimes shipments are being sent to someone
other than who is paying for it. This saves them time – they don’t have to print an order with pricing,
and then separately print a packing slip. The customer is emailed their copy if they have an email
on hand for them.
Many of their customers do not have email, and prefer to receive the order via fax – so Nebraska
Plastics uses the PrintBoss fax service to fax out their order.
1. This saves them staff time (labor), the cost of having a fax machine/fax server/paying for
the long distance calls, etc.
2. The fax copy is sent to the PrintBoss website and they send out the fax based on a price
per page fee (7 cents to 11 cents per page). They can pre-order pages to get a deeper
discount. The software can also automatically reorder if the number of pages available on
their account hits below the minimum.

PrintBoss Fax Service Prepaid Pages
Page Quantity
Price per page
Total Cost

250
$0.11
$27.50

500
$0.10
$50.00

1,000
$0.09
$90.00

2,000
$0.08
$160.00

10,000
$0.07
$700.00

3. If there is no email or fax, the order is printed so it can be mailed out.
a. If the salesperson chooses, they receive an email copy of the order - which helps
them follow up with customers on any new orders and make sure that the orders
are shipped/paid for on time.
For more information on how you can use PrintBoss software at your business contact Front Line
Systems at 866-435-0243 or contact us via our website at www.flsinc.net.
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